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Welcome!

Who is joining us today? 

Bevin Parker-Cerkez

National Program Director, Child 
Care & Early Learning, LISC

Megan Ressler

Senior Program Officer, Child 
Care & Early Learning, LISC

David Greenberg

VP, Community Research & 
Impact, LISC 3

Fay Walker

Program Officer, Community 
Research & Impact, LISC

Ingrid Boucher

Founder & Principal, 
Bloom Planning

Regina Phillips

Program Officer, Child Care & 
Early Learning, LISC



Introductions

Let’s take a moment to get to know who is 
joining us today. 
Icebreaker Activity Directions: 

• Name

• Organization

• Where you’re joining from today

• What comes to mind when you hear the term 
"impact metrics"?



Session Preview: Agenda

• Welcome

• Impact Calculator Tool

• Exploring the Tool

• Using the Tool for Strategic Forecasting

• Closing
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Session Preview: Objectives

• Participants will leave this convening…

• Understanding the rationale and purpose of the Impact Calculator tool.

• With an emerging understanding of how to use the tool.

• With clear ideas about using the tool in concert with forecasting and grant 
proposal tasks.
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Why? How?
What 
for?



““Never doubt that a small group 
of thoughtful committed citizens 
can change the world: indeed, it’s 
the only thing that ever has.”

‒  Margaret Mead



Reflection Question: 
How can metrics & measures be used to 
demonstrate the long-term impact of your work? 



LISC Impact 
Calculator and 
Management 
Implications 
Worksheet 



Tool Goals

Calculator: Quantify the potential impacts 
of co-located child care services on 
children and families, so that in 
predevelopment processes, teams can:
• Communicate project benefits, 

• Attract funding, and 

• Advocate for stakeholders to support co-
location as a component of sound public 
policy. 

Management Implications Worksheet: 
Transform findings and impacts into 
relevant and applicable best practices.
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What is the calculator measuring?

Impact outcomes include:

• Long-term student outcomes
• Income
• Educational attainment

• Student attendance and retention

• Involvement with carceral system

• Early English learning

• Parental employment

• Public cost-savings

• Referrals or services offered



Exploring the 
Tool
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How to use the calculator
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Management Implications Worksheet Goals
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• Identify key focus areas based on 
conversations and literature review

• Accessibility
• Service Coordination
• Quality

• Translate literature review and best 
practices into applicable, relevant, 
implications based on local context.

• Provide space to explore what those 
implications look like locally on a team-
to-team basis.



Each section of the Management 
Implications worksheet is organized 
into the key topic areas based on 
research finding.

How to Use the MI Worksheet



Exploring the Tool in Breakout Groups

Now it’s your turn to take a spin 
using the tool. 

When you are in your breakout 
room, consider these questions: 

Q: When would you use this tool? 

Q: What data are you already gathering? 

Q: What data are you struggling to collect? 

Q: What would need to be in place for you to 
gather key data effectively? 
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Whole Group Discussion

Let’s discuss these questions as 
a whole group.

Q: When would you use this tool? 

Q: What data are you already gathering? 

Q: What data are you struggling to collect? 

Q: What would need to be in place for you to 
gather key data effectively? 
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Strategic 
Forecasting Using 
the Impact 
Calculator



Strategic Forecasting: Beginning with the End in Mind
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Strategic Forecasting supports:
• Research-informed projections

That lead to:
• Buy-in

• Support
• Investment

from financial, political, 
and program partners



Strategic Forecasting Throughout the Process
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Pre-
Development

Development

Ongoing Site 
Management

Forecasting impact can be useful at each stage of a project’s development:



Strategic Forecasting: Pre-Development 
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Pre-
Development
Getting functionally 
ready to build and 
strategically 
ready to progress 
through each stage 
of development.

Establish a strong foundation
 Forecasting impact helps build the case for a project, which in turn builds will 

and buy-in, both financial and political.
 It also communicates to potential partner-providers that quality, accessibility, 

equity, and service coordination are fundamental to your program. 

Envision the future, then work backwards
 Start by shaping a vision for the impact of your work that articulates what will 

be true when your program is fully operational and successful. 
 Then, work backwards to connect this vision to the 

development priorities, initiatives, and milestones.



Strategic Forecasting: Development 
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Development
Keeping the work 
on track while 
navigating ongoing 
decisions, 
obstacles, and 
revisions.

Your vision for impact keeps you on track
 When faced with questions or choices, the vision for impact will continue to 

anchor your progress to a larger long-term goal. 

 Your goals for impact, supported by data and measures will allow you to 
navigate the dynamic process of developing your site and building the 
necessary support and partnerships.



Strategic Forecasting: Ongoing site management
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Ongoing site 
management
The facility is not 
the endgame, it is 
the medium 
through which the 
long-term impact 
and desired 
outcomes will 
happen.

Keeping the “Why” at the center of your work aligns: 
 People: When people are clear about your purpose and long-term impact (i.e., 

positive outcomes for kids and families) they are more onboard and invested 
in the day-to-day programming. 

 Messaging: A consistent impact frame supports coherent and clear messaging 
to diverse stakeholders.

 Funding: When you begin with the end in mind and connect your key metrics 
to desired impact, it makes future grant-writing and other fundraising 
easier because you already know where you're headed.



Closing



Announcements, Updates, and Next Steps

We have a very busy and exciting 
year ahead!

Mid-west Convening

Midwest project teams, 
be on the lookout for the 
registration for the 
September 2024 
Kansas City in-person 
BIEC convening!

More Regional 
convening plans are in 
the works.

Reporting and 
Disbursements 
Deadlines

Quarterly reports and 
progress reports are 
due. 

Cohort 1 grants expire 
this year.

Tools and Resource 
Sharing

The co-location impact 
tool is now in the shared 
convening resource 
folder.

This fall, the inclusive 
facility toolkit and 
training sessions will be 
launched.

National Children’s 
Facilities Network 
(NCFN) is developing 
and will be releasing a 
child care facility cost 
estimator in the coming 
months.



Exit Ticket

Directions: Before you go, please complete the exit ticket using the 
link in the chat.

Questions: 
• Do you plan to use the Co-location Impact Calculator Tool?
• In one sentence or phrase, describe how this tool might best 

support your work (engaging stakeholders, attracting new 
funders, planning to maximize impact, etc.)

• What did you enjoy or find most useful from this session?
• How can we improve future convenings?
• What other topics would you like to see covered?
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Contact
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Regina Phillips
Program 
Officer Location: 
Toledo, OH
rphillips@lisc.org

Megan Ressler
Senior Program 
Officer Location: 
Rhode Island
mressler@lisc.org

Bevin Parker-Cerkez
Program
Director Location: 
Philadelphia, PA
bparkercerkez@lisc.org

mailto:rphillips@lisc.org
mailto:mressler@lisc.org
mailto:bparkercerkez@lisc.org
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